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a b s t r a c t

It is a challenge to maintain a steady and stable locomotion when a biped robot navigates
an uneven surface or a step. Firstly it needs to detect the gait of the robot and related
environmental objectives, and then to perform appropriate controls of stable locomotion.
In this paper, a new type of sensing module with flexible force is designed to be mounted
under the robotic sole to measure the foot pressure map which is essential for the analysis
of zero moment point (ZMP) to assist the biped robot to detect the gait conditions. In
addition, a neuro-fuzzy control scheme is also proposed to control the ZMP trajectories
and relative balancing by integrating the data of a 3-axis gyroscope to adaptive posture.
The experimental results show that the designed control system has improved the biped
robot adaptive ability to overcome landform changes and the stability of locomotion while
standing or walking on uneven terrain.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As we know, well-designed biped robots could perform superior locomotion to wheel-like robots on uneven terrain.
Their legs can make themselves have discrete contacts and pass undesirable footholds to avoid small obstacles. However,
the stability andbalance problemsof biped robots are also of vital importance compared to those ofwheeled, three-legged, or
multi-legged robots. Most research covering biped robots focused on the investigation of gait detection and control systems
for stable locomotion. For dynamic robot locomotion, the driving and balancing controls will be fundamental issues, since
biped robots adopt similar multi-DoF (degree of freedom) movements to human beings.

The design of the biped robot locomotion usually takes consideration of the number of DoF and the types of joints.
Basically, a joint driven by an actuator such as a motor is regarded as active. On the other hand, the motivation of a joint
is passive if it only depends on gravity or the inertia of the links themselves. For most of the biped robots, they have 6 DoF
and 6 actuators on each leg: 3 on each hip, 1 on each knee and 2 on each ankle. If the body needs to be involved in the gait
control issue, two or three more DoFs are added on the waist [1,2]. It results in a complex frame and one needs to design
adaptive control systems for dynamically stable locomotion.

The dynamics of a biped robot consists of two phases in its gait process: the single-support and the double-support
phases. Unlike the condition in the double-support phases in which the robot is supported by both legs, the biped robot
swings one leg and is only supported by one other in the single-support phase. In most research, the duration of the double-
support phase is considered as instant in comparison with the single-support ones. It implies the gait and the motivation
of the body are necessarily fast enough for balancing and steady walking. However, if not, the longer duration results in
a slower gait. Li et al. integrated PGRL, LPI and fuzzy logic to dominate the walking control of a biped robot [3]. In this
approach [4], there are two vision-based fuzzy controllers designed for the support and the swing legs respectively.
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In general, biped walking mode consists of two types: statical and dynamical. While the biped robot acts statically stable
whenwalking, it needs to ensure the robot is without loss of stability even if the legs are frozen and/or themotion is stopped
at any time. At the same time, dynamic stability implies the stability can only be achieved through active control of the leg
motion. The control issue on dynamical stable walking is still widely discussed in recent years. ZMP and periodic-stability-
based control methods are used in most applications for biped dynamic walking control.

The study by Kim et al. [5] indicates the ZMP is varying from the heel to the toe areas during the single-support phase.
Huang et al. proposed their observations on ZMP trajectories [6] and concluded that not all ZMP trajectories are able to
be estimated. However, by using the static stability compensation range, it is possible to have some safety margin during
stability compensation bymanipulator motion andmake the task plan and vehicle motion plan simple. Sun et al. developed
the biped robot with the structure of more DoFs on its waist and trunk which provide compensation for instant torque [7].

The ZMP trajectory, proposed by Vukobratović and Juričić since 1969 [8], has proven effective in estimating robotic stable
states [9]. The ZMP is the point where the dynamic reaction force produces no moment; that is, no additional moments are
acting at the ZMP. The ZMP can also be regarded as the center-of-gravity position for the walking biped robots. And, since to
estimate the ZMP trajectories immediately and continuously costs huge computational effort, most ZMP based approaches
proposed adaptive algorithms to overcome such problems. In the study in [10], Harada et al. proposed a simultaneously
planning method by using the trajectories of the COG (center of gravity) and the ZMP which demonstrated the fast and
smooth change of gait can be realized. Ratliff et al. also developed an optimal gradient algorithm based method to generate
a dynamical walking pattern [11]. Juang developed a learning scheme in [12] which combines an adaptive neural network
controller with a linearized inverse biped model. It described the concept of measuring ZMP trajectories underlying the
dynamics and controls involved in legged locomotion. In the similar study in [13], a designedmodel of image preprocessing
based on nonlinear diffusion and information extraction was proposed. Park et al. in [14] developed a new balance control
scheme for a biped robot only based on the visual information of a specific reference object in the workspace, where the
ZMPs can be calculated from the visual recognition of the robot’s pose.

To estimate the ZMP, the biped robot usually needs to get the force/pressure map between the soles and the ground
by using force sensing modules. To detect force, most research adopts force sensing resistors (FSRs) or piezoelectric
devices as the sensing components. The main advantage of FSR is that it has simple operation and direct responding
properties. Therefore, one can easily disperse them on the robot to estimate the force/pressure map. However, there are
some shortcomings of FSR such that it is necessary to calibrate the nonlinear response and it can only be actuated with
external power, thus reducing its adaptability. Relatively, the piezoelectric force sensing devices provide the wearable
property because of its non-reactive response of mechanical-electro transformation.

PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) is a highly non-reactivemacromolecular material, which has piezoelectric properties and
is mechanically stretched to orient the molecular chains and then poled under tension. The material also has the properties
of flexibility, larger range of linearity to piezoelectric response, reliable and repeatable force detection and lower hysteresis
effect. From the applications [15–18], it has been proven that the PVDF is a superior piezoelectric material for force/pressure
detection of robotic dynamical gaits.

Since the force/pressure map measurement dominates the accuracy of the ZMP determination, its reliability heavily
affects the balancing and stable gait controls. In this research, a flexible tactile sensing module in an array of 3 by 5 is firstly
developed by themanufacturing process of MEMS (micro electromechanical systems). Themodules aremounted under the
soles of the small-size biped robot to determine force/pressure maps, ZMP trajectories and relative gaits during biped robot
locomotion. These signals and computations will be adopted as the inputs of the proposed neuro-fuzzy balancing controller
for stable gait control.

The proposed neuro-fuzzy scheme integrates neural network and fuzzy system with the capability of adjusting the
membership functions and providing the fuzzy inference rules in balancing controls. The neuro-fuzzy system in this paper
has the framework of a five-layer network configuration: the input layer, the fuzzification layer, the fuzzy rule layer, the
defuzzification layer and the output layer. Since neuro-fuzzy systems can be training by following the spirit of theminimum
disturbance principle, their adaptive efficiency and simple structures thus benefit themselves for dealing with real-time
control problems. The experimental results shown in similar studies in [3–5] have demonstrated the feasibility of the neuro-
fuzzy scheme.

2. Design of tactile sensing array

The tactile sensing module proposed in this research is made according to the manufacturing processes of MEMS.
The configuration of the tactile sensing module is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this plan, there are 15 silicone rubbers and 15
microelectrodes in an array of 3 by 5 fixed upon the flexible printed circuit (FPC) thin films which consist of a PVDF film
between two FPC films. All components are packaged by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as a sensing device.

In Fig. 2, we introduce the manufacturing process. By these processes of etching electrodes, striping the Ag layer on a
PVDF thin film surface, bonding the PVDF into FPC films and silicone rubber structures upon electrodes, and packaging all
components with PDMS, the 3 by 5 array sensing module is made with the dimensions of 53 mm × 48 mm × 4 mm. It
is worth noting that to disperse micro-structural silicone rubbers upon the electrodes on the FPC film would effectively
benefit the sensitivity of tactile sensing. The proposed structural electrodes aim to replace traditional piezoelectric film
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Fig. 1. The configuration of the proposed flexible tactile sensing module.

Fig. 2. The manufacturing process of the flexible tactile sensing module.
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Fig. 3. The static gait during a walking period.

electrodes as a new type of tactile sensing node. Since the force/pressure could be detected and transmitted uniformly by
the micro-structural electrode, it allows the force/pressure map to be estimated easily and correctly.

3. Dynamical gait analysis

3.1. Statically stable gait analysis

Generally, the static gait of a biped robot usually occurs during its low-speed walking duration. The stability of the biped
robot depends on the position of the COG. In order to maintain the statically stable gait, the projections of the COGsmust be
within the spread of the support soles. For instance, the stable cases are as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), (b), (d) and (e), the
projections of the COGs are all in the spread region for the double-support phase, while in Fig. 3(c) and (f) the projections of
the COGs are in the region of the support sole for the single-support phase.

Most approaches proposed the determination methods of the COGs according to the actual measurement of the trunk
angular acceleration, velocity, and position with respect to the ground. To obtain such information in biped robots, it is
necessary to equip them with gyroscopes to obtain the angular velocities in each axis. However, the mathematical model
of the biped robot needs to be assumed beforehand. Moreover, the computation time of the COGs is also large if the biped
system is of multi-DoF and with uncertain force/torque.

3.2. Dynamically stable gait analysis

Statically stable walking is not only slow but also very energy inefficient. Dynamically stable gait control can enable a
robot to have greater speed. However, it requires active and harder control. The concept of ZMP (zero moment point) is well
known anduseful to dealwith the dynamic stability problems forwalking robots. The trajectories of ZMPs can be determined
by the data from force sensing nodes at each sole. The goal of the ZMP-based gait control scheme is to keep the ZMP from
moving out of the spread supporting area of the soles. Therefore, many researchers adopt recurrent learning algorithms to
calculate the actuation joints and the angles based on inverse dynamics.

For the dynamic stability control, the velocity and position of the center of the support area will be computed by the
direct kinematics model. However, since the upper body of a biped robot always has larger mass and inertia than the legs
which support and move the robot, it is difficult to control balance and to maintain dynamic stability of a moving biped
robot. It cannot ensure the dynamical postural stability of the robot only based on the determination of the ZMPs. To detect
the trunk motions a gyroscope or 3-axis accelerometer is necessary for stabilizing the posture of the robot.

3.3. The zero moment point

Assume the biped robot is of 5-link as shown in Fig. 4. The ZMPs could be determined by analyzing the robotic dynamics
model such as Eqs. (1) and (2). In these equations, mi is the mass of the ith link, Iix and Iiy are the x and ycomponents of the
moment respectively, (xi, yi, zi) represents the mass center of the ith link, Ωix and Ωiy denote the x and y components of the
absolute angular velocity of the mass center of the ith link respectively, and g represents acceleration of gravity.
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Fig. 4. The 5-link model of the biped robot.

Another direct but easy determination way for the ZMPs is by measuring the force distribution between the sole and
the ground. The ZMP, P =


Px
zmp Py

zmp
T , can be determined by (3), where fi denotes the ith measured force, si =

xi yi
T represents the position vector of the ith force sensors
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4. Neuro-fuzzy balancing control system

Consider a neuro-fuzzy controller consisting of 7 inputs and 4 outputs as the balancing control system. The controller
can be illustrated in Fig. 5 by setting the values of n = 7 andm = 4. The gait detection will result in three aspects: the ZMP,
the posture of the body, and the robot states. Thus, the inputs for the balancing controller will be the position of the current
ZMP, (Pzmp_x, Pzmp_y), the posture of the body detected by the gyroscope, i.e. the tilt angles (θtilt_x, θtilt_y), and the current
states of the robot, the velocities of robot walking (Vx, Vy) and the joint angular velocity (θ̇n). The outputs of the controller
are the angular velocities of all joints: y1, y2, y3, y4, which are also in direct proportion to the torques necessarily supplied
by the motors.

The network consists of five layers. In this paper, it has seven inputs, four outputs, and threemembership functions (MFs)
in each premise. The inputs are sent to the second layer for fuzzification of 3 fuzzy subsets: N (negative), Z (zero), and P
(positive). The third layer is the premise or the rule layer aiming to infer the products of those membership values obtained
from the fuzzification layer.

These products are normalized in the fourth layer and then sent to the fifth layer, the defuzzification layer. It results in
the polynomial of the consequent part as (4) where yi is the linear combination of its defuzzification output {µ̄j} for the jth
rule and a part of inputs (θn and θ̇n). It is noted that the parameters pj, qj, rj can be adjusted by hybrid learning algorithms

yi =

nj
j=1

µ̄j

pjθn + qjθ̇n + rj


, where µ̄j =

µj
j

µk
. (4)

In this paper, the back-propagation learning algorithm is used to tune up the weights of each interconnection and the
shape of fuzzy sets in MFs, which was commonly used in this kind of controller. However, in such a high-order nonlinear
system, it is hard to reason a rule base even by a human expert, and the performance of neuro-fuzzy controllers strongly
depends on the node connection of the rule layer.
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Fig. 5. The proposed neuro-fuzzy controller structure.

Fig. 6. The ZMP trajectory based on gait control (gray squares: without control; red dots: under neuro-fuzzy control). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Those dashed lines as drawn in Fig. 5 are the connections of rule nodes to premise nodes and consequent nodes, and these
will be adjusted by a learning algorithm as the GA for searching the optimal connection. In this paper, we encoded these
connections into chromosomes as strings with Boolean values. The length of the chromosome is 3×n+3×m bits, the value
1 representing the connection is valid, 0 indicates invalid. The population size was set as 60, the crossover probability is 0.8,
the mutation probability is 0.01, and themaximum number of generations is 120. The fitness function SGA of the GA is as the
same as ec(t), which is the error between the referencemodel and the plant. Fig. 6illustrates the ZMP trajectories, where the
gray squares and red dots represent the real and the neuro-fuzzy controlled ZMP trajectories respectively. It demonstrates
the results of dynamically balancing controls by the proposed scheme are satisfactory.

5. Experimental results

The proposed tactile sensing module is performed by the force test system as shown in Fig. 7. After fixing the
manufactured module on the X–Y–Z platform of the vibration test equipment, the signal generator, Tektronix AFG3022,
then creates a sinusoidal signal of 500mV and 2 Hz for the shaker for periodic vibration of the sensor array. The force results
in the PVDF thin film outputting a slight voltage signal. Fig. 8 shows the response of the sensing array to the force test, which
demonstrates the linearity of the proposed module.
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Fig. 7. The process of force test for the proposed tactile sensor module.

Fig. 8. The force response of the proposed tactile sensor module.

The tactile sensingmodule is placedunder each sole of the biped robot in real experiments. Since the slight signal acquired
from the tactile sensing module is coupled with noise. It could be amplified by a CMOS OP for noise reduction before signal
processing.

As the robot starts to walk, the interface screen shows the pressure distribution of the robot plantar and refreshes the
data shown after every single step. The ZMPs will be calculated and shown on the screen. In Fig. 9, as the robot proceeds
to walk, the ZMPs will be stored and shown as the ZMP trajectories. The display style can allow us easily to find the ZMP
moving trajectories and to deal with the problems of balancing control according to this information.

Since there is a crosstalk effect occurring between neighbor sensor electrodes because of too small an interval, the spacing
of every two structured electrodes should be concluded after a series of knock tests. In the knock tests, the sensors will
respond to the knocks from a pen and display the force/pressure distribution on the monitoring screen as shown in Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), the signal displayed on the screen is the response whether there is a knock applied or not.
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Fig. 9. The interface screen for displaying the ZMPs.

Fig. 10. The knock test of tactile sensor module.

Similarly, from the results shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d), it is seen that the tactile sensor system really could provide the correct
force/pressure detection.

In the experiments on robot balancing control, we use acrylic and a wood block to simulate the topography. In Fig. 11(a),
the front-end of the robot right plantar tread on an acrylic block with 0.6 cm thick is shown. As the robot treads on the
block, if there’s no compensation control for the robot balance, the trunk of the robot would be tilted backward. After the
compensation control was applied, the robot will tune the trunk posture to stand on the block stably and take the next step.
In Fig. 11(b), it shows the condition of the right edge of the plantar of the robot’s right foot tread on the acrylic block. The
trunk posture will tune automatically according to the compensation control and the robot can take the next step stably. In
Fig. 11(c), it shows the condition as the robot treads on the 1.2 cm thick block. The block is too thick to stand on it and tune
the posture for balancing the robot. So the robot will adjust the posture and direction until no blocks are treaded, then the
robot can stand stably and proceed to walk forward.

6. Conclusions

The paper proposed a plantar pressuremeasurement and balancing control scheme for biped robots. The system could be
divided into three parts, such as the pressuremeasurement system, the pressure distribution and gait analysis, and the robot
trunk compensation control. In the part of the plantar pressure measurement system, the pressure signals are captured and
send to the signal processing board, and transformed from analog to digital signals. The pressure signals will be integrated
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Fig. 11. The images while the robot is walking on the surfaces with small obstacles.

with a 3-axis gyroscope for the input of robot balancing control. In the part on pressure distribution and gait analysis, firstly,
the signal processing board connects to a PC and shows thedistribution status in graphical styles to clarify the difference from
measured and actual pressure distributions. We collect the pressure distribution statuses of various conditions, including
different heel height, different step size, different center of gravity, etc., and build a database for the trunk compensation
control. And in the part on trunk compensation control, we integrate the information of pressure distribution and 3-axis
gyroscope and use the adaptive neural-fuzzy control to guarantee the balance of the robot whether standing or walking.
From the experimental results, it can show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed control system in the paper.
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